
 



TASK Environmental Engineering is specialised in the realisation of industrial emission treatment, 
waste water treatment and odour control installations. 

Our company is serving various kinds of customers, ranging from small and medium-sized companies, 
over engineering companies, municipalities up to environmental service companies such as Aquafin, 
etc. According to the customer's needs we build turn-key plants, we take care of the complete 
renovation and/or optimization of your existing waste water treatment or emission treatment/odour 
control plant; we are also available for consultancy and engineering. Lately we note an increasing 
interest amongst our customers for renovation and optimization of existing waste water treatment 
and emission treatment/odour control plants. Customers having opted in the past for a low cost 
installation, have seen during the years that the installation doesn’t function properly any longer or that 
the installation can’t cope with recent production capacity increases. We can optimize or completely 
renovate your existing installation. We offer a custom-made solution, meeting all the required 
standards and customer demands at the best possible price. Whenever feasible and/or desirable the 
best parts of an existing installation are reintegrated in the new plant. 

Task has over 25 years of experience in the field of industrial waste water and 16 years of experience 
in the field of emission treatment and odour control. We count in our job reference list several 
successful waste water treatment plants and emission treatment and odour control units. All of 
these installations are custom-made for various kinds of industries (all with their particular emission 
and waste water streams); job references of emission treatment and waste water installations cover all 
kinds of industrial sectors.  

One of our main assets is our independent equipment choice. Our independency allows us to select 
the most economic and the most suitable equipment for each different customer according to his 
specific needs and requirements. This way we are always able to offer an optimal price-quality ratio. 
Each single customer is offered a custom-made solution. For very specific know-how in the field of 
odour control we can count on the assistance of several Belgian and foreign experts.  
Last but not least, we also supply specific equipment, such as jet aeration systems, dissolved air 
flotations, dosing skids, flocculation and coagulation agitators, polymer- and lime milk production 
installations, internals for scrubbers, demisters, droplet separators, several kinds of oil separators etc. 

Whether it is about waste water treatment or about emission treatment and odour control, Task is 
always aiming to offer the optimal price-quality ratio. A Task installation is durable, maintenance 
friendly, correctly dimensioned with flawless functioning. The customer’s maintenance personnel is 
always thoroughly instructed to assure a long-term trouble-free installation. If despite all our efforts a 
problem occurs, a quick intervention is always guaranteed. 

Various industries - from the waste collection and processing industry up to the food industry, from the 
automobile industry up to the textile sector, from pet food manufacturers up the pharmaceutical 
industry, from the metal industry up to chemical/petrochemical industry – are or have been relying on 
our experience for the realisation of waste water treatment or emission treatment and odour control 
plants. For all of these specialisations we can present the corresponding job references. 



- jet aeration 
- physico-chemical water treatment 
- membrane systems 
- optimizations - renovations 
- maintenance & exploitation 
- trouble shooting 
- test units water 
- water recycling projects 
- neutralizations 
- oil separators 
- dosing skids 
- polymer production – agitators 
- sludge treatment 

- Gas scrubbers : cross-  and counterflow 
scrubbers tegenstroomwassers (H2S-NH3-
HCl-SO2 –RHS-CH2O-fenol-HNO3-NOx…) 

- NH3 stripping towers - absorbers 
- odour control (oxidative scrubbers) 
- tank scrubbers (storage tanks & laboratories) 
- biofilters – bioscrubbers - ozone 
- biogasdesulfurization 
- tank covers (odour nuisance) 
- maintenance – revisions - optimizations 
- internals for gas scrubbers 
- test installations - measurements 

Biogas desulfurization Water recycling system with reverse 
osmosis 

Tank covers Physico-chemical water treatment unit  

Multistage scrubber unit Jet aeration 



 

- contracting (turnkey) 
- project support 
- start up support 
- purchases 
- measuring 
- draft 
- consultancy 
- equipment 
- exploitation 
- maintenance 
- optimizations, renovations 

Biogasdesulfurization Twostage counterflow scrubbers 

- Air pollution control – emission treatment 
- Scrubbers – absorbers – stripping towers 
- Odour control 
- Physico-chemical water treatment 
- Membrane filtration (UF, RO, deferization, 

water reuse, degassing of liquids,…) 
- Jet aeration (submerged wastewater aeration) 
- Roto-Sieve rotating drum screens for 

mechanical pretreatment of process water and 
waste water 

- Läckeby sludge/sludge and sludge/water heat 
exchangers 

Twostage cyclohexanone scrubber 
condensors 

Membrane filtration UF-RO 


